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ALPHA Aircraft angle of attack . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
ALT Altitude	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . maters (feet)
AVGAverage .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 •	 .	 .	 •	 •	 •	 •	 .
b, B Radial Distortion Weighting factor .	 . . . .
BYPASS Inlet bypass area .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . Sq. meters
(sq. inches)
Beta Aircraft angle of sideslip .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
CIVV Compressor Inlet (Fan) Variable Vanes
	 . . . degrees
Deg Degree	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degree
AP Fluctuating component of individual probe
t 2 pressure at the engine face	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
(Apt 
2)rms Roc! mean square 
of fluctuating pressure kPa (PSIA)
DELTA 3 Inlet third ramp angle relative to the
Inlet Reference Line . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
AP Fluctuating component of fan exit total
2.5H pressure/engine stream .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
GP Fluctuating component of fan exit total
t2.5C pressure/fan stream	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kPa (PSIA)
Pp , D
2 Spatial Distortion _
f(Pt 2 )max 	 (Pt2)min)/Pt2	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
FLT, FLIGHT Flight test data notation	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
FSCP Full Scale Cold Pipe (without engine)
wind tunnel test data notation . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
FSE Full Scale with Engine wind tunnel
test data notation	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
HZHertz.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . hertz
I.D.,	 IDENT Identification	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Ka2 , KA2 Fan distortion descriptor - K8 + b Kra2
Kg , KTHETA Circumferential distortion .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .





Radial distortion multiplied by radial
distortion weighting factor.	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .
High compressor distortion descriptor. . . .
Circumferential distortion descriptor
used to calculate the high compressor
distortion descriptor.
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Pressure, Killopascals
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . Killopascals
Freestream Mach number .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Freestream Mach number .
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Maximum .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Minimum .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Number	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Individual probe engine face steady
state pressure	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
48 probe averaged engine face steady
state pressure
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
kPa (PSIA)
Average high compressor face steady
state pressure .
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
Freestream total pressure.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
Individual probe time variant engine
face	 pressure	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
48 probe averaged time variant engine
face pressure	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
Ratio of time variant to steady s=ate
48 probe averaged engine face pressure 	 .
Pressure (Pounds per Square Inch Absolute) PSIA
Dynamic pressure ,	.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
Reynolds number	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Inlet first ramp angle relative to the
Inlet Reference Line	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . degrees
Root mean square .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .



























Series VII 1/6th scale inlet wind tunnel test series
data notation .
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
Series VIII 1/6th scale inlet wind tunnel test series
data notation	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
Tt2 Engine face total temperature 	 . .	 . . . . .	 'K
Tt2511 High compressor inlet (or fan exit) total 'Ktemperature .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
Tu Turbulence	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
W2 Engine/Fan airflow . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT2 Corrected fan airflow - W2 8 /6 t2 . . . . . kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT2 Design Design corrected fan airflow . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 98.43 kg/sec
(217 LB/sec)
WAT2 Percent	 WAT2 divided by WAT2 Design x 100 . . . . .
W25H	 High compressor airflow . . . . . . . . . . kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT25H	 Corrected high compressor airflow
W25H $/6t25H . . . . . . . . • • • • • kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT25H Design	 Design corrected high compressor airflow 	 24.69 kg/sec
(54.44 LB/sec)
WAT25H Percent WAT25H divided by WAT25H Design x 100.
a Aircraft angle of attack . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
B Aircraft angle of sideslip . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
A3 Inlet third ramp angle relative to the
Inlet Reference Line	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
6t2 Corrected average engine face total
pressure P t2 /101	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
6t25H Corrected_ average engine face totalpressure Pt25H/101	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
P Inlet first ramp angle relative to the
Inlet Reference Line .
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
Q Standard deviation of the instantaneous





o (T)	 Covariance of pressure data from probes 	 kPa (PSIA)
XY	 x and y at lag time T * . . . •	 . .	 .
Q ( T-0)	 Covariance of pressure data from probes 	 kPa USIA)




Corrected average engine face total
temperature Tt2 /288.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
@ t	Corrected average high compressor face25H




Recent emphasis on increased maneuverability requirements for fighter
aircraft has necessitated an extensive engineering development effort be
directed towards inlet/engine compatibility. Inlet/engine compatibility must
be assesued early in the aircraft development program to allow necessary
Wet and engine design modifications to be defined and implemented at minimum
cost impact. This early assessment of inlet/engine compatibility is determin-
ad by engine stability audits computed using inlet distortion levels from
subscale inlet model data and engine sensitivities to inlet distortion.
Therefore, the accuracy with which subscale inlet model distortion levels
predict flight test vehicle distortion levels is a crucial element in assess-
ing inlet/engine compatibility.
The primary goal of this distortion methodologies study was to determine
if time variant distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can pre-
dict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test vehicle. The data
base usid to accomplish this goal was collected in separate programs by MCAIR
and NASA/Dryden. Subscale and full scale wind tunnel data were collected by
MCAIR during the F-15 development program, and flight test data were collected
by NASA/Dryden during the NASA F-15 inlet/engine compatibility-flight test
program. This data base has a Mach number range of 0.4 to 2.5 and an angle
of attack range from -10 degrees to +12 degrees.
The primary objectives accomplished in meeting the overall program goal
were to determine the effects on peak distortion of: (1) Reynolds Number/
scale, (2) engine presence and (3) frequency content. In addition, the capa-
bility of the P&WA stability audit system to predict engine stalls was
evaluated, and the capability of Melick's procedure, Reference (1), to pre-
dict peak time variant distortion levels was evaluated. Using the Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft distortion descriptor Ka2 , the data indicate the following
significant results for the F-15/F100 inlet/engine propulsion system.
o Peak time variant distortion from subscale inlet model wind tunnel
tests are representative of full scale flight test distortion.
o The time variant pressure data of this study are random stationary
data, thereby allowing valid statistical analyses to be conducted.
i The effect of the engine presence on total pressure recovery, peak
time variant distortion and turbulence level is small but favorable.
o The Reynolds number/scale evaluation indicates a general trend of
increasing total pressure recovery, decreasing peak time variant fan
distortion and decreasing turbulence with increasing Reynolds number/
scale.
o The frequency content evaluation indicates that peak time variant
fan distortion and turbulence increase with increasing filter cutoff
frequency for all of the data evaluated in this study.
o The capability of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft sta:±lity audit system
to predict engine stalls has been verified for both stall and non-
stall flight test conditions.
	
V	 V.
o Predictions of peak distortion values using Melick's procedure are
accurate to 11.3 percent average error for fourteen data points
having nominal turbulence levels and are accurate to 20 percent
average error (the maximum error approaches 40 percent) for eao'.^






Presented herein are the cross-correlation function plots which have
been generated for the same set of high response pressure probes as the
cross spectral density (CSD) plots. The cross- correlation function plots
and CSD plots are used in the ekvaluatiop of Melick's procedure which predicts
most probable peak distortion values.
The cross correlation coefficients for the wind 1-unnel data have not
been normalized in the traditional method, but have been normalized by the
standard deviation at lag time equal to zero (t n 0). To obtain the unnor-
malized cross correlation function, multiply the p lotted coefficient by the
standard deviation at lag time equal to zero that is listed on each plot. To
obtain the traditional normalized cross-correlation coefficient, divide the
unnormalized cross correlation function b y the square root of the product of
the individual probe standard deviations 1.?sted on each plot.
The cross correlation functions for the flight test data have not been
normalized. To compute the traditional cross-correlation coefficient, take
::- square .root of the value from the plot and divide by the square root of
....hs product of the individual probe standard deviations listed on each plot.
3











1 5 164-1 1/6th L3R2 L3R3 L3R5
2 7 421-10 FLT L8R2 L8R3 L8R6
3 18 157-5 1/6th L3R2 WR3 L3R5
4 19 421-14 FLT L1R2 L1R3 L1R6
5 42 206-9 1/6th L6R2 L6R3 ?.6R6
6 44 414-2 FLT L6R2 L6R3 L6R6
7 60 249-5 1/6th L8R2 L8R3 L8R5
8 63 385-2 FSCP L1R2 L1R3 L1R6
9 65 543-4 FSE L8R2 L8R3 L8R5
10 66 184-7 1/6th L8R2 L8R3 L8R5
11 69 413-12 FSCP L8R2 L8R3 L8R5
12 70 425-1 FLT L1R2 L1R3 L1R5
13 79 227-7 1/6th L5R2 L5R3 L5R5
14 81 465-8 FSCP L8R2 L8R3 L8R6




POINT MODEL o Q p % RE NO.
ANALYSIS
I. D. SCALE ^° (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) BYPASS* WAT2 x 10- 6 TIME PART-POINT ••(SEC)
NO.
i FLT 0.4 16.4 -0.8 6.9 27.6 C 104.1 1.44 0.6 422
2 FLT 0.59 13.9 0.9 7.0 26.6 C 102.7 2.04 0.6 417.5
3 I
1
0.52 10.0 0.7	 I 27.6 I 107.1 1.33 0.6 417J
4 0 6y 11.5 1.0 26.5 + ► 	 4.2 0.84 0.6 417.2
5 1/6th 0.60 -10.0 10.0 -3.0 10.6 C 973 0.43 0.144 164.1
6 1/6th 0.60 -10.0 10.0 -3.0 10.6 C 903 0.43 0.144	 1 164.3
7 FLT 0.69 48.4 10.6 0.6 10.5 C 1013 1.40 0.88 421-10
8 1/6th 0.60 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 76.6 0.43 0.181 112.7
9 1/6th 0.60 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 108.6 0.43 0.181 112-5
10 FSE 0.60 4.0 0 5.2 10.0 C 97.7 3.41 1.110 116-2
11 FLT 0.67 4.3 0.7 6.9 11.1 C 94.4 3.58 0.72 424.2
12 0.69 3.4 0.7 6.9 11.1 74.1 3.68 0.76 425.6
13 0.59 4.6 1.2 7.0 11.1
1
107.9 1.74 0.62 412-2
14 0.60 4.6 0.6 6.9 11.0 76.2 1.66 1.11 424.11
15 FLT 0.85 8.8 -0.5 7.0 27.6 C 104.2 2.21 0.60 417-3
16 FLT 0.92 5.6 0.6 7.0 26.6 C 104.5 1.04 0.60 417.1
17 1/6th 0.90 -10.0 10.0 -3.0 10.6 C 70.2 0.34 0.113 157-7
18 116th 0.90 -10.0 10.0 -3.0 10.6 C 1 106.3 0.34 0.113 157-5
19 FLT 0.94 -8.9 10.2 1.0 10.5 C 107.1 1.6 0.69 421.14
20 FSE 0.90 -4.0 0 -1.0 1	 8.2 C 97.8 3.64 1.990 102-2
21 FLT 0.90 -2.8 -03 -1.2 8.7 C 97.5 3.25 1.23 424.10
22 FLT 0.93 -3.3 0 -1.2 8.6 C 104.8 1.17 1.99 425.3
23 116th 0.90 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 76.8 0.34 0.369 67.9
24 1/6th 0.40 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 104.3 0.34 0.369 67.7
25 FSE 0.90 4.0 0 7.3 10.4 C 97.7 3.62 2.260 126.2
26 FLT 0.92 4.6 0.7 6.0 11.0 C 96.2 3.47 0.89 420.9
27 0.91 5.2 0.5 6.9 1111 99.1 3.28 1.18 422-2
28 0.92 4.2 0.1 7.0 11.0 75.1 2.47 1.34 421.5
29 0.90 4.1 0.5 6.9 11.1 98.6 2.43 1.46 424.9
30 0.90 0.1 0.1 7.0 11.0 105.7 2.42 0.69 421-4
31 0.90 3.5 0.2 7.0 11.0 77.5 1.78 2.26 421.6
32 0.90 5.2 -0.1 7.0 11.0 100.1 1.79 0.70 421.7
33 0.94 4.3 0.2 7.0 11.1 105.6 1.89 1.06 421-8
'C = Closed	
OrWO 4





POINT MODEL M a p _U BYPASS* X
RE N0. ANALYSIS
TIME PART-POINT ••
1.0. SCALE ° (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEC) WAT2 x 104
N0. (SEC)
34 FLT 1.21 1.5 0 6.0 27.6 C 98.3 2.97 0.50 4234
35 FLT 1.24 3.0 0.8	 f 6.7 27.6	 1 C 96.4	 1 1.52 0.60	 1 423.3
36 1/6th 1.2 10.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 76.6 0.45 0.198 131.7
37 i/6th 1.2 10.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 107.9 0.45 0.19
38 FLT 1.18 7.7 0.3 7.0 11.0 C 74.0 3.22 1.21 424.12
39 1.2 7.4 -0.1 7.1 11.1 94.4 3.35 1.19 424.13
40 1.17 10.6 0.0 7.0 11.0 103.4 1.40 0.60 421.17
41 FLT 1.54 1.5 0 -1.4 27.0 Auto 95.4 2.17 0.60 424.8
42 1/6th 1.6 -4.0 0 -2.0 13.5 C 87.3 0.21 0.106 206.9
43 1/6th 1.6 -4.0 0 -2.0 13.5 C 96.9 0.21 0.106 206.5
44 FLT 1.57 -3.6 0.7 -2.3 13.7 C 83.3 1.46 0.65 414-2
45 1/6th 1.8 -2.0 0 -3.0 17.4 C 80.5 0.22 0.210 15.9
46 1/6th 1.8 -2.0 0 -3.0 17.4 C 91.0 0.22 0.201 15.5
47 FLT 1.75 -2.6 0.4 -2.2 16.7 C 80.7 1.41 1.23 415.1






50 1 -2.0 i -3.0 85.4 1.44 0.680 353.12
51 FSE 1.8 -2.0 0 -2.9 18.6 C 80.6 1.46 0.680 523.2
52 FSE 1.8 -2.0 0 -2.9 18.6 C 79.1 1.46 0.680 525.4
53 FLT 1.81 -2.3 0.2 -2.9 18.2 C 78.9 1.53 0.680 416.1
54 FSCP 1.8 4.0 0 2.5 1	 18.7 C 79.9 1.45 2.300 355.8
55 FSE 1.8 4.0 0 15 16.7 C 80.8 1.46 2 800 528-2
56 FSE 1.8 4.0 0 2.5 18.7 C 79.7 1.46 2.800 529.4
57 FLT 2.0 2.5 0.2 2.3 20.9 Auto 77.0 1.72 1	 2.800 425.2
3P7"323.0
* C - Closed























S8 1/6th 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 22.5 C 68.6 0.22 0.100 250.7
59 FSCP 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 22.5 C 69.2 1.48 0.600 411.6
60 1/6th 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 25.0 0 65.0 0.22 0.100 249.5
61 1/6th 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 25.0 0 52.9 0.22 0.100 249.9
62 FSCP 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 25.0 0 61.7 1.48 0.600 385.5
63 FSCP 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 1 25.0 0 62.3 1.48 0.600 385.2
64 FSE 2.2 -2.0 0 -4.0 24-8 P 60.2 1.27 0.600 542-2
65 FSE 2 2	 1 -2.0 0 -4.0 24.8 P 60.5 1.27 0.600 543-4
66 1/6th 2.2 0 0 -2.0 22.5 C 69.3 0.22 0.106 184.7
67 116th 2.2 0 0 -2.0 22.5 C 75.4 0.22 0.106 184.5
68 FSCP 2.2 0 0 -2.0 22.5 C 73.6 1.47 0.650 413.9
69 FSCP 2.2 0 0 1 -2.0 22.5 C 68.3 1.47 0.650 413.12
70 FLT 2.2 0.1 0.2 -2.2 22.9 C 73.0 2.34 0.650 425.1
71 FSCP 2.2 4.0 0 0.0 25.0 0 60.7 1.48 0.600 382.3
72 FSE 2.2 4.0 0 1.0 25.0 0 59.2 1.28 0.600 545-2
73 FSE 2.2 4.0 0 1.0 25.0 0 58.2 1.27 0.600 546.4
74 1/6th 2.2 12.0 0 6.0 25.0 0 47.3 0.22 0.100 252.9
75 1/6th 2.2 12.0 0 6.0 15.0 0 65.0 0.12 0.100 252.5
76 FSCP 2.2 12.0 0 6.8 25.0 0 60.8 1.48 0.600 384.2
77 FSE 2.2 11.0 0 6.8 24.8 0 59.0 1.28 0.600 548.3
78 FSE 2.2 11.0 0 6.8 24.8 P 59.8 1.27 0.600 549.8
79 1/6th 2.5 0 0 -4.0 26.0 0 63.1 0.21 0.100 227.7
80 1/6th 2.5 0 0 -4.0 26.0 0 68.2 0.21 0.100 227.5
81
t
FSCP 2.5 0 0 -4.0 26.0 0 62.8 1.28 0.600 465.8
82 FSCP 2.5 0 0 -4.0 26.0 0 68.9 1.28 0.600 465.5
OP/60713- 10
*O = Open, C = Closed, P - Partial






SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY	 OF POOR QUALITY
DATA PART/POINT 164/1 IOINT. 5	 FREQUENCY RANGE n 4 - 12000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:11:52.000
BANOVIROTH n 12.2 Ha	 ANCORID LENGTH a 10.0 SACONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OILTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 cIvv
0.6	 -10	 10	 -3.0	 10.6	 0.0	 97.2%	 -11.7
(a) Probes L2R2- I3R2
.... ......... i .... ... ....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .	 . . . . i.. . . . .	 . . . . . . . ... . . .
t
........
...	 . . ...
.... . ...






















	 ..	 .	 .....
100








axy IT - 01
0.0
000 	 .010	 .020	 .030	 .040	
.050















'7L3R2	 12	 27L3RS • 2006 1 KIN	 ^PSIAI. .0042COEFFIC IENT
.2
..................
-62	 pSI')2 -4A .......	 ..I
01 ............. ... ... ...	
.





.000	 .010	 .020	 .030	
.040	 .060	 .060	 .070 .080	 .090	 .100
LAG TIME	 I SECONDS)
FIGURE H-1
CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
MCI = 0.6	 a = —10	 0 = 10	 WAT2 = 97.2%
8











(c) Probes WR3, QRS
SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 164/1 IOENT. 5 	 FREQUENCY RANGE • 5.12000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:11:52.000
BANDVWDT14 n 12.2 Ha	 RECORD LENGTH • 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 SYPASS	
WAT2	 CI1N
0.5	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 10.5	 0.0	 57.2%	 —11.7
Mile
I IJ





DATA FUGHT, RUN 421 / 10	 IDENT. 7	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2000 Ma
THE :EGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21-09!24.380
BANDWIDTH - 4.0 M:	 RECORD LENGTM • 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 C1W
—8.5	 _	 10.8_	 12143 1399401	 – 0.6	 10.8	 0.0	 101.2"	 —8.513
1 psia 6.8948 KPa
	 Ar- 
	
lal	 Probes - L8R3, L8R6
.622
°LBR3 °LSRB • 5331 (KPaJ 2, .0112 tPS1Al2
°L.BR3 n LOR8 If - 01 •"01431 (K Ps)2 .000.301 (PSIA)2
.311
,x


















RR6 JL8R3' 5331 iKP312..0 11 2' PS;A l2
J LSRS n L3R3
	
01. 0 14].(KPai 2. J003014PSIAl2
311
	 -





















FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY	 ORIGIN. AL PAGE IS
_	
OF PWR QUALI'T'Y
DATA FUGHT/RUN 421,'10 IOENT. 7 	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21 09:24180
BANDWIDTH - 4.0 H=	 RECORD LENGTH - 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
0.69	 —6.6	 10.8	 121431398401	 0.6	 10.3	 0.0	 101.2%	 —8.313
1 psis - 6.8948 KPa
	
(c!	 Probes - L8R2, L8R3
1.198
OLBR2 °LM' 2573 IKPa1 2. 00542 ( PSIAl2
- 01 ` .09828 IKPa1 2 002067 IPSIAI2028R2 s L8R3 if 
.599 r-__. _	 _	 -.___. __^_.	 _	 ----•-
(c1Pt2)Rti1$ x 101
	













	 Probes - 1-8133, L8R2
1.198
°L8R3 0 L8R2' 25761KPai 2 00542 IPSIAI2
J LR3 a L8R2 1r 01 - 09828 IKP3) 2, 302067 !PSIA.12	 II
I1Pr2)RMS .c i01
2	 0.00 ♦ 	 °^r ^^at ! --	
w';.,. `,..^.	 ^: +!v'	 1" 
•. - - • - . ^!•'^
(kPa)
	
-. 599 	 ---- ---- - — ._ _-- _ _ ------ — -
-1.198
	





















FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY	 ORIGINAL PAGE 15
,ri	 OF pvuR QUALITY
OATH PUCHT/RUN 421/10 (DENT. 7	 FREQUENCY RANGE n 4 — 2000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21:09:24.580
BANDWIDTH n 4.0 Hs	 RECORD LENGTH • 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA?	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.48	 —4.S	 10.5	 11147 (328401	 0.4	 10.5	 0.0	 101.2%
1 psia 6.8948 KPa
(e)	 Probes - L8R2. 1-8116
28.93
0L8R2 °L8R8' .1819 IKP&I 2 , .00383 IPSIAI2
°L8R2 n L8R8 If " 01 1 .0080981KPO-000170 (PSI A)2
14.46 — --- -	 -
(OP121RMS x 10 3
	




Ikea)	 0.00	 X11 ,li	 , ► ' , ''r	 'I^1	 ; .'°,^	 r	 ,^ t
^I










0.00	 .010	 .020	 .030	 .040	 .050
Lag Time (Seconds)
(f1	 Probes - 1-8116, 1-8132
28.93
°1988 °L8R2' 18191KPv 2, 00083 PSIAl2
{	 °223146 n LSR21r 0) • 008098 iKP&1 2, 000170 IPSIAI2
1
t1.46 ^-• -	 ;
i
I^


























SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART: POINT 167/9
	 (DENT 18	 FREQUENCY RANGE • 8 . 12000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20'08'47 000
BANDWIDTH • 12 2 Ha
	
RECORD LENGTH • 10 0 SECONDS
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVV
011	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 10.8	 00	 106.3%	 —6.0
1 PSIA • 8.8948 kh
(a) Probes L3R2, L3R3
8	 i	 I
^.....	 «.	 _	 ,	 .	 ,...iNORMALIZED	 ..	 '.._ ... ........ ..1	 1I'	 ^	 ... ...




_	 i	 .._.	 }.._....	 }	 ... .7777I;
.:	 16781KPa12 031 1 PSW1 2 	.^....	 .f...+... ^...r
	
9,Y Ir • 01	 _	 •L3R2 ' L3R3 	 1 ^ 	 ^1 •^•





000	 010	 020	 J30	 040	 050	 060	 070	 080	 090	 .190
LAG TIME I SECONOSI
(b) Probes L3R2, ORS
4 I
NOAMALIZED
CROSS — CORRELATICN»••-^ ,	 :BSS KP 2 -060 pS,A,27	 L223R2 " UR6 '	 r










_ 	 t..._	 `...	 .
_4
000	 010	 020	 030	 040	 050	 060	 070	 080	 390	 .100
LAG TIME ISECCNDS
FIGURE H-3
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
mo = 0.9,	 a= —10,









SERIES Vli - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 157/5 (DENT. 15 FREQUENCY RANGE - 6 . 12000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:05:47.000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 Ha	 RECORD LENUTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
0.9	 — 10	 10	 --3.0	 10.6	 010	 106.3%	 —5.0












(c) Probes OR3. MIS
	
-A ,	 i	 ^_























j^ 	DATA PUGHT/RUN 421/'4 IOENT. 1f FREQUENCY RANGE • 4 - 2000 M n
	jl	 THE SEGMENT START TIME WA! AT 21:1 •:07.140
	
' }I	 BANDWIDTH n 4.0 Hs	 RECORD LENGTH • 1.0 SECONOS
	




1 Asia - 6.8948 KP3
2.50
o, ^R2oL1R3" 40E21K ►^1^00954I-
 1A)-
1 A2 c L1 R3 IT • 01 • .1660 (KPal 2
 .00326 IPSIAI^--
1.67
(^P12) RMS x 101
133  -•- -- -- - -	 ----- -- -------- -- -	 --•
(kPa2)









(b)	 Probes - L1 R3, L 1 R2
o. 'R311 01 A 2
 • 4062'KPsi '
 C0854 iPSIAl2






(kPa 2 1	 I	 -^
	







-.010	 -.020	 -.030	 -.040	 -.050
	








- ^	 - - -	 -	 ^► . ^	 -jam	 ^ -	 ^	 _-^
I
i0
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 421/14
	
IOINT. 19	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2000 Mt
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21:16:07.140
BANOWIOTH - 4.0 M:	 RECORO LENGTH • 1.0 SECONOS
()r,IOINAL WAGE 13
vt' POOR Qua rm
n
MACH	 ALPMA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OILTA3	 BYPA SS 	 WAT2
0.94	 —6.9	 10.2	 134021429701	 1.0	 10.3	 0.0	 107.1%
1 psis - 6.8948 KPa
1.27 (t)	 Probes - L1 R2, L1 R6 —'
, o61 R2 °L1 R6 . 5339 1KPj1 2, .0112 ,PS1Al2
d f 1 R2 m Li R6 Ir- 01 - _07212 1Kh1 2, .0n1517 IPSIAI2
.849 
--




















(d)	 Probes - L1 R6, L1 R2
1.27 .
o, • i+a^^•a^ - 5339 -KP31 2 3112 -pS IAl2
	






0.00 -	 -► 	 •\-"y^--•^f'\- 	 ^'---	 -- --
-425
	








0FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
OATA PUGHT/RIJN 421/14 10INT. 19 FREQUENCY RANGE • 4 — 2000 HE
THE SEGMENT START TIME 'IYAS AT 21:16:07.140
	
BANOWIOTH • 4.0 He	 RECORD LENGTH • 1.0 SECONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OILTA:,	 IYPASS	 '#VAT2	 cIW
0.54	 —4.9	 10.2	 13402 43070)	 1 0	 10.9	 0.0	 1071%	 —9000
1 psla 6.8948 KPa
1.09	
(0)	 Probes - L1 R3, L1 R6
O LI43 01.;AS 5091 (KPJ lo71P'SIAl2




 2 MS " 101
.364
Vs 2








(f)	 P r obes - L1 R6• L1 R3
°L'A6 'LIR3	 5091 KPt1 2. 0107 PSIAl2
'	 IL t R8 • 1.1 R3 ' r • 01 • 09061 KPIr 2..001908 PSIAl2















Lag T me (Seconcs)
FIGURE H-4 (Concluded)
CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR








SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
i.	 DATA PART/POINT 200/1	 (DENT. •3 FREQUENCY RANGE 6. 12000 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:30:06 000
BANDWIDTH • 12.2 Ha	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA?	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 cIvv




I PSIA - 6.99" kft














. ........ ... ..... ... 	 ....	 ...I 	 I ......	 .... -.4
....	 .. ........
4­ 1
.... 	 ... ... .... 	 ... ....
.1 4.. T
......... ... _4 .	 .....	 ........ .......	
.......
.
I LGR2 'l L6R3 •	 1374 1 Kp,12	 0029 1PSIAl2





?00	 010	 320	 030	 040	 060	 360	 070	 380	 090	 100












'L6R2`LGR6- J608'Kh1 2 00131PSIAl2
 2
	





0.0	 0 4A*^WT, M 1^
DOO	 .010	 020	 030	 040	 050	 060	 070	 000	 090	 100
LAGTIV_ iSECONDS)
FIGURE H-5
CROSS —CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
Mo = 1.6,	 a = —4,	 ^ =O, WAT2=96.9616
18
rSERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART: POINT 206/5
	 IDENT. 43
	
F REQUENCY AANOE • 6 . 12000 HY
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:30:06.000
6ANOWIOTH . 12.2 H: 	 RECORD LENGTH - 10 0 SECONDS




-{	 0	 -2.0	 13.5	 0.0	 96.9%	 _12.0
1 PSIA - 6.6946 th






.>	 0516	 K►Y1 2 . 0011 IPSIAI2
°L	
.. _...	 t...-...	 _.
i
L226R] > L6R6 '
A3	 LGR6
	








000	 010	 020	 330	 140	 150	 060	 .070	 080	 090	 .1001
LAG T IME I SECCNOS 1 3
FIGURE H-5 (Continued)
CROSS—CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR























IOENT. w	 FREQUENCY RANGE n 4 — 2000 Ht
. =	 THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:16:46.820
BANDWIDTH - 4.0 Ha	 RECORD LENGTH - 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
1 57
	
	 —3.6	 0.6	 17157136290)	 —2.3	 13.7	 0.0	 89.1%	 —20.60
1 Psia - 6.8948 KPa
(a) Probes - 1_6132, L6R3
1.18
1	
0L6R2°L6R3' 2034IKPa1 2..004281PSIAl 2 	 I
"L2 6R x L6R3 1r - 01 - .07521 1KPa1 2. 001582 ;PSIAl2
	
.884	 ---





0.00	 .010	 .020	 .030	 .040	 .050
:	 Lag Time (Seconds)
1.18 (b) Probes - L6R3, L6R2 ^
'7 L6R3 °LBR2' .203d iKPa1 2 . 00428 IPSIAI2
j L3r73 x L6R22























FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
	DATA FUGHT/RUN 414,2
	 IOENT. 44 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2000 Ht
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:16:46.820
	
@ANOW1OTH - 4.0 H: 	 RECORD LENGTH - 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA3	 FYPASS	 WAT2
1.57	 —3.6	 0.6	 171571502901	 —2.3	 13.7	 0.0	 89.3%




(c)	 Probes - L6R2, L6R6
°L6R2 °LBRB' 2328 (KPa1 2, .00490 IPSIA ► 2
°LBR2 x L6R6 It ' 01 .04806 (Kh1 2, .001011 (PSIA)2
	
.535	 --
(JP12) RMS x 10 1 	I	 '
	
.357	 ,:'.•- .,. 	 , - ', ,,.,^.. r,i	 « I 	-	 1	 I11 t 1	
^1ri 1111''	 .^,^^ i
	 ^: • '^^,lu
	
.^,:,.	 ' 1..	 I.	 ,	 (








010	 .020	 .030	 .040	 .050
Lag Time (Seconds)
(d) Probes - L6R6, L6R2
713
°L6R8 °LBR2 -.23-2 8 KPa) 2_.004901 PSIAl2 	 1




'; L6R6, LBR2Ir- 01 - 04806 IKPV 301011 ;PSIAl2
(kPa2)	 .357	 I	
'^









®	 CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR









FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PUGHT/RUN 414/2
	
(DENT. " FREQUENCY RANGE • 4 — 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20^16:4e.820
	
BANDWIDTH 4.0 H: 	 AECORO LENGTH • 1.0 SECONDS
ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS
—3.8	 0.4	 171871382901	 —2.3	 13.7	 0.0
1 psia = 6.8948 KPa
(e)
	 Probes = L6R3, L6R6
.670.
0LBR30L6R8' 26291KP>t12,.005531PSIAl2














0.00	 .010	 .020	 .030	 .040	 .050
Lag Time (Seconds)
(f)	 Probes - L6R6. L6R3
.670
0 L6R6 0 L6R3' 2629 KP31 2 . 00553 (PSIAl2
0 L6R8 x L6R3 I- - 01 - 03955 XP31 2, 000832 (PSIAl2
.503

























"_3A2 'LSAS	 1126 Ig ht-'	 0024 PSIA.'
CJR2	 LSF1 5	 01 • 0612 :KP$1 2 	 30'29 (PSIA)2
N





NV , - 01
I^
DATA PART/POINT	 249,S	 (DENT.	 60	 FREQUENCY RANGE	 12000 Hv
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:16.59 000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 Ht	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACK	 ALPHA	 BETA	 FIND
	
DIELTA3	 BYPASS WAT2 CIvv
2.1	 -2	 0	 -40	 25.0	 0774 1120 01 69,0% -29.0
1 PSIA • 6.10" k ►1
(a) Probes	 L8R2, LSR3
1.0
+.




... ......... ..... .....	 .
... .....L-...._.
CROSS - CORRE LATION
..... .	 . ........
COEFFICIENT	 6
. .	 ....... ......	 . ..........
If - 01 '862I1IA2 "LIR3	 tl(ht Z, D061 'PS IAj2
2 
A2	 LIA3	 • 01	 2&10 (KP8I Z..00SqS,PSIA)2'Ll
. . ..... ........
.000	 010	 020	 030	 w	 360	 no	 J70 aso	 090 100
LAG TIME	 SECONDS)




own	 mm- FT I L_	 I.L.. I
SERIES Vill NASA DATA STUDY
7
-4
000	 010	 020	 030	 040	 050	 360	 ago	 090	 .100
LAG TIME	 SECONDS I
FIGURE H-7
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
M o = 2.2,	 a = —2,	 ^ = 0, WAT2 = 65.0010
Z3
.0 Mows	 'wommmpmw ­MEL ^ A
1`
S^






SERIES VIII. - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 249/5
	 IOENT. SO	 FREQUENCY RANGE-E-12000 H:
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 06.15.39.000
4ANOWIDTH - 12.2 Ha
	
RECORD IFNGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAO	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
2.2
	
—2	 0	 —40	 29.0	 .0774 1120 01	 $50%	 —250
1 PSIA - 6.6946 kh




.!	 I 	 I,_,
CROSS -CORRELATION
.... ........_.1.......	 ...	 ....	 _L...	 I._	 ...	 ..:.	 ........	 ..
COEFFICIENT
_......_...	 ..._...........^.	 ..	 .......	 ..._	 _	 ,q,Y l r l	 ^	 7........	 I
-;...	 ...-. »... ..^........ 	 190!00






... ( . ... ........ .._._	 UR2 LEAS'	 PU2..002701 ►SIAI2
	











000	 010	 020	 a7o	 040	 n0	 060	 070	 080	 090	 1.00
LAG TIME 'sECONns)
FIGURE H-7 (Continued)
















FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA ►ART. POINT 345,2 (DENT	 43	 FREQUENCY	 RANGE - 4.2024 Ma
THE SEGMENT START 
TIME 
WAS AT 01 29 15 000
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 Mi RECORD LENGTH • 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA 59TA	 "Ho	 OfLTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVv
2.2	 -2 0	 -4.0	 29 0	 0775 1120 11	 62.3%	 _2S 0
I PSIA • 4.048 kh






11V I- • 01 'LIR2 'L I A3	 3109-Kh1 2 , 0065, PSI AJZ
2
LIRZ	 LIFIV- 01	 3049IKhJ2	 006411PSIA)2
0.1
2
300	 020 040	 aw	 36o	 i0o	 1:0	 140	 1641	 180	 ua
LAG TIME	 SECONOS;
(b) Probes	 Ll R2, Ll R6
a
NORMAL IZED
I F1 2	 3552	 KP3p'	 0012	 PSIAl'L
:ROSS - CORRELATION
2	







ow	 020 aw	 360	 380	 100	 120	 140	 160	 ISO	 -00
-_AG TIME	 SECONOS I
FIGURE H-8
CROSS — COR I ELATION FUNCTIONS FOP












_._..I .... . _..	 ..._ .	 _ -.....L........I_...	 ..'	 .._
... ..^....•".^..... .. 'UR3'L1R6' 5467 K►u 2 	0010 PSIAI=
,AA
-	 ,!,A3
	 L1R6•	 -01 . 007191KPS1 2 	000151	 PSIA,2
•	 „1
..I ........ V	 t..J
	
)	 . I	 .	 11	
^I
I^
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 386,2
	
IDENT 63	 FREQUENCY RANGE , 4 - 2024 Mi
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 2!,16.000
BANDWIDTH . 7 9 Ms	 RECORD LENGTH - 110 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVV
2 2	 —2	 0	 —40	 25 0	 .0777 11201)	 62.3%	 —25 0
I PSIA - 6.894611h
(c) Probes L1 R3, L1 R6
I 
500	 020	 540	 060	 060	 100	 120
	 .40	 Ina	 I6o	 2001
LAG TI ME I SECCNOS-
FIGURE H-8 (Continued)
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
Mo = 2.2.	 a _ —2.






- -- — —' -- ---  . ^ - - -
	




FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT	 943/4	 IDENT	 EE	 FREQUENCY	 RANGE • 4-2024 Ma
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT	 23:12:07 000
BANOWIOTM • 74 Ma	 RECORD LENGTH • 13 0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW






.......... _._..^..... _	 ..	 _.... t.......'	 .._...	 1	 _	 .	 I	 .._.......
......................1................ _.	 L	 .........	 ....... ....	 ..... ....	 1_.	 I	 *.............NORMALIZED I I
CROSS- CORRELATION» ................. ................,........I_.i -. ...._	 ..........,...	 .... _..
COEFFICIENT p  ...	 .	 ..
J,Y	 •I
......... ... ...	 ..."......_. 717	 (..,_.'LBRS' LDR3 • ^
	
41Kh12. .0151	 PSIAI2 .. r 4T 	 r . 01
.4














(b) Probes	 LBR2. L8R5
6
•+oRM•uzEO	 4 y
CROSS- CORRELATICN	 -SR: 'LSRS' 234' KPI,2	 J049 ,PSIAl 2 	-






000	 J20	 340	 J60	 000	 t00	 1:0	 1W	 ',60	 tso	 :00
LAG -IME	 - SECONDS;
FIGURE H-9
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR












^	 ^-.	 'k _',
i
FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT $43/4	 IDENT 96	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 - 2024 Hs
THE 
SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23.12-07 000
BANDWIDTH • 7 9 Ha	 RECORD LENGTH • 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA]	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 cIvv
21	 -2	 0	 -40	 24 8	
0223134 51	 go 3%	 -25 a
I PSIA - 6.1044 kh













d.. - . 1 1
ILIM3 'LA IRS • 4 7 16 Kft, 2 ,	V" 'PSIAl2
'"43	 4294 1 KPala..0=3 (P&L	 umms	 01	 SIAI
J00
	 020	 040	 060	 IN	 100	 1:0	 Sao	 1 ED	 iso	 :00
LAC 'IME SECONDS:
FIGURE H-9 (Continued)
CROSS —CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
Mo = 2.2.	 —2,	 01- 0. WAT2=60.51,o
28
I	 i	 .	 ^	 I - i	 I	 '--I	 'I	 ..-
SERIES Vill - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 194/7	 011INT 0•	 FREQUENCY RANGE • 0 . 1 2000 mo
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:22. 12 000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 HE	 RECORD LENGTH • 10.0 SICONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OfLTA3	 IYPASS	 WATZ	 cIyv
:j	 0	 0	 -2.0	 22.5	 00	 $9.3%	 _2111 0
1 PVA • I.EW hft
(a) Probes L8R2. L8R3






)LIMI "L IM3 4436 IKP2 1 2 0104 MWO





600	 010	 320	 330
	 640	 JEO	 040	 370	 340	 1190	 1001
LAI -IV* I SECONDS I
I




:ROSS — CORRELAT ION
	
I	 -/R2 .$As •	 JOSE PSIA^ z
COEFFICIENT	
'L811112 LIMB" 01. 0'20 '"112 300693,PSIAI2
.Pw.
J-00	 J10	 020	 330	 )•0	 J60	 )6j	 070	 340	 J90	 100
LAG TIME	 S(CCNCSi	 1 11
FIGURE H-10
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR	 f
Mo 2.2•	 0.	 0. WAT2 69.3%
1^
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SEAIES VIII -NASA DATA STUDY
Ds•T• Pt111i iro1NT tfai7	 ^Ol NT E•	 /11l OUENCT MNGE • f•t2000 M1
TkE 3[CiMEN^ lTr.11T TIME Wft! •T IO 2I t2 000
	
f I^NDWIDTN • 12.2 M^	 IIEC011D LENGTH • 10 0 S[CONUf
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1 ►f111 • (EW lM
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FIGURE H-10 (Continued)
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
















FSCP -NASA DATA STUDY
DATA ►AIIT ►DINT X17. ^2 10[NT tE 	 illlGUlNCY IIANOE • ♦ — 202e Me
THE SEGMENT STAIIT TIME WAS AT 22 ^^ 13 000
tANDN110TN . 7 E Ne	 II[C0^0 IEMOTN 17 0 SECONDS
MACH	 Al ►N•	 [ETA	 IINO	 OElTA7	 t^ ►At1	 WAT2
[^	 0	 0	 — 3^0	 72 5	 V O	 •[ 1 V
t ►SI • . [. Met ^ h (^I Prob^E L8R2. L8R3t.0	
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'.tAt .r • 01 • S7S7 •KhP	 7121	 ^Si^^:
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_e
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CROSS — CORRELJ►TION FUNCTIONS FOR
	 I
M o = 2.2,	 a = 0,	 r^ = 0. WAT2 = 68.E °^e
31


















^^ ^	 ORIGINAL PAGE 
IS
FSCP •NASA DATA STUDY
OF POOR ^UALrI'Y
r
DATA ►MTi ►DINT /1 ]i 12 IOENT !!
	
f11EGUENCd RANGE • / — 2021 Mt
1	 THE SEGMENT START TIME wAS AT 22 31 1^ 000
lANDWIDTN + 7 9 Nt	 RECORD LENOTN • 13 0 SECONO3
M2 2„	 Al ^ A	
lEOTA	
R2 0	 D 22 3 3 	!r0 OSS	 !^ X	 c2 0
,
^ ^^	 ^^^^.`
Ib1 Probes LSR2. L8R5
r° I









.	 i .4.	 .^
r""	 ............. ..._	 18R3 '! 8R5 •
	
3881 • Khr, .0208
	 PSIAl2	 - 1	 .......	 ^
^LBR]	 '_BRS . • of • 914] IKPt1 2 	 0199 ^RSI Al 2 	'I {_...._
. ; r...	 ...
.................._...,... , ^ ..._ ......... 	 I	 ._........	 _	 .	 _..........	 ..t'
......:...	 ........{........
i
^............ 	 ..	 I
I I
_^
30o	 a2a	 o10	 X40	 0!0	 loo	 120	 :IO	 ,so	 :ao	 :oo,
LAO TIME	 SECONOS^
FIGURE H-11 (Continued)
CROSS — CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR



















4	 ^	 ^	 ^	 -^..	 ^ . a^	 ^ +its
•	 FLIGHT -NASA DATA STUDY	 I'
r -`1 	URIG^AL P GE IS	 ,
^•.J	 OF POOR. t^UAI.I'TY^
DATA fUGNTiRUN ♦2 Si1	 (DENT. 70	 FREQUENCY RANGE _ ^ — 2000 M: 	 -
TNE SEGMENT START TIME WAS 4T 0a:09:S8.a70
SANOWIOTM = ^.0 M:	 RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 AL^NA	 BETA	 AlT	 RHO	 OELTA3	 8YPA35	 WAT2	 CIVV
2.21	 0.1	 0.2	 1e62^ f6^210)	 —2.2	 22.9	 0.0	 73.0!S	 —25.000
1 Asia ^ 6.8948 KPa
	 --	 -	 - -
I
(a)	 Probes ^ L1 R2, L1 R3
.120
t	 °L1R2°LiR3 • J • 4^ IKP^1 2..07JJ? IPSIAI?
	
Z	 _
°L1 R2 x L1 R3 It • 0! • 1.1908 tKP^1 2..02505 IPSIAI2
.060 • --- -	 — . I
.	 ^	 I 	
V^	
^ AIr
0.00 ^ -- ----_^ ; —r^ ^f ^ _ -	 - -
_ 	...,.	 I	 ^
IkPa 2 1	 '	 ^	 I
—.060 I -- -- - --	 --------
'
—.120
^	 0.00	 .010	 .020	 .030	 .040	 .050
^.1 	Lag Time !Seconds)
Ib) Probes ^ L1 R3, L1 R2
°Lt R3 °L1 R2 ' 3.4H6 'KPa1 2, .07732 fPSIA^2
°L1R3=UR2' t•01- 1 ,1908^KPa1 2..02505 tP51Al 2 — --_
V

















^`	 FLIGHT -NASA DATA STUDY	 UitIGINAT PAGE LS
^! ^ ^	 4F PiXJ1^ (^UALTI'Y
	DATA FUGNTiRUN /2Si 1	 IOENT. 70	 FRECIUENCY RANGE ^ 4 - 2000 M:
THE SlGMlNT $TART TIME WAS AT 06:09:Sr1.870
	
•ANDWIDTM • 1.0 Mt	 RECORD LENGTH • 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 AIPMA	 BETA	 ALT	 RMO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 'NAT2	 CiW
2.21	 0.1	 0.2	 1862] I6L2101	 — 2.2	 22.9	 0.0	 7J.0%	 — 25.000
1 psia ^ 6.8948 KPa
	
Ic)	 Probas ^ L1 R2, L1 R5
	
.064	 I
°l1 R2 °lt RS - 3.]40 IKP^1 2, .07025 IPStAl2
	
°L1R2x 11R6'' ' 01 -'3095IKP^I?'006491PSIAl 2 	I
.032 i - -	 -	 --
I^Pt,^) R^nS x 10-1	 I	 .
I
	
















Rh1$ x 10 — t
010	 .020	 .030	 .040	 .050
Lag Time ISecondsl
Idl
	 Probes ^ L1 R5, L1 R2
'L1RS °ll Ri ' 3.3<0 ^KP71 2. 07025 ^PSIAl2
2














	 —.010	 —.020	 —.030
	 —.040	
—.050
t Lag Time ISecondsl
^	 O	 FIGURE H-12 (Continued)
1 CROSS•CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
M D = 2.21, a = 0.1,	 ^3 = 0.2, WAT2 = 73.0°'°
t	 3s
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^^	 ^	 z	








^'^ i ^ L1L^ l .^^^.
OR:v^TAL PAGE IS
FLIGHT -NASA DATA STUDY	 GF yppK t^UALYTY
MACH
2.21
DATA FUOMT: RUN 423/ t 	 IOENT. 70
	 FREQUENCY RANOt n ^ — 2000 N:
THE SEf3MENT $TART T1ME WAS AT 06:09:^a.87C
	
BANOWIOTII n 4.0 M:	 RECOPID LENGTH n 1.0 SECONDS
ALPHA	 SETA	 AlT	 RMO	 OElTA3	 BYPASS
	
WAT2	 C:VV
0.1	 0.2	 165231542101	 —2.2	 22.9	 0.0	 73.0%	 —25.000
1 psia ^ 6.8948 I<Pa
!al
	
Probes - L1 R3, L1 R5
.055
I
^,	 ^ _t97 °LiRS' 3.t t5 1KP^1 2..06552 1P51Al2







(JP.2) Rh7S x 10 — 1
.A •.
0.00	 --- -- -	 ^-
(kPa 2 1	 .




.010	 .0 2 0	 .03 0	 .0 40	 .0 5 0
Lag Time ISecondsl








I •	 ^ L 1 P 5. 
L 1 R 3 I' • 01 • 3868 i K P^ l ^. 01023 . D51 i1 . 2	 I
.028 ^	 _
I













M o =2.21, x=0.1, 3 =0.2, WAT2=73.0°'0
3:
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SERIES VIII -NASA DATA STUDY
DATA RART^POINT 22717	 IDlNT 7!	 FRlGUENCY RANGE-B-12000 N^	 I	 ^^
TN! SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 2D:27J7 000	 '
^ANOWIOTN . 12.2 N^	 RECORO LENGTN • t0.0 SlCOND!
MACN	 AVNA	 BETA	 RNO	 DELTAS	 6YPAS3	 WAT2	 CIW
26	 0	 0	 -t.0	 2a.0	 .0771172001	 03.1X	
-2E.0
r
1 fS1A • E.lIiA3 Y ►4 (a) Probes L5R2. L5R3
_1
000	 010	 OZO	 070	 MO	 .DSO	 0!0	 070	 080	 OYO	 .100
LAG TIME ^ SECONOS^
Ibl Probes L5R2. L5R5
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lAG TIME ^ SECONOSI
FIGURE H-13
CROSS —CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
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SERIES VIII -NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 227/7	 IDENT 7f	 FIIEOUENCY MANGE • 4 • 2024 Mat
THE SEGMENT STAIIT THE WAS 4T 20:2747 000
^ANOWIDTH • 12.2 Mt 	 iiEC011D IENGTH 10 0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 11M0	 DELTA)	 9VPg55	 WAT2	 CIW
2.3	 0	 0	 —4.0	 29.0	 0774 1120.01	 92.1`1	 —23 0












000	 J10	 020	 070	 040	 J60	 X60	 J70	 040	 090	 '00





I^=O.	 ^=0, WAT2=63.1 °^0
3i
e	 (b) Probes L8R2, LSR6
.^__._..... ^_...^..._......:...'.__....__...i........1 ^......^...	 ^




Line r - 01 ^ Ja29 IKh1 2 	:00903 '^ 751Al2















^ I _ .




,,.FSCP -NASA DATA STUDY
DATA TART. POINT 4H//	 IDENT. /1	 fRlGUENCY RANGE = 4 ^ 202	 Ha
T/I! SEDMENT START TIME WA8 AT 07:27:0.000
/ANOWIOTM • ).9 Ha RECORD IENQTH • t7.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA OETA	 RHO	
DELTA)	 eVPASS	 WAT2	 "IW
2 /	 u o	 -a.o	 2{.0	 oTe^ nn of	 e2 e+► 	 -2s o
1 nu • e.e{a{ ^h
Ie ► Probes	 L8R2. L8R3io
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FIGURE H-14
CROSS —CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
	





FSCP -NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PANTi ►DINT 11/i/	 10l NT. /1	 FNEOU/NCY NANO! • ^ ^ 2071 Nx
THE SEOMlNT WANT TIME WAS AT 07'27.10.000




DElTA7	 /YPASS	 WAT2	 CIVV	 t
	Z./	 0	 0	 — 1.0	 Z/.0	 .07/1 1131 OI	 02./%	 — 26 0
1 PSI A • e.E9N Mh
(c) Probes L8R3. L8R8
,.o	
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FIGURE H-14 (Continued)
CROSS — CORREL4T10N FUNCTIONS FOR
Mp = 2.5.
	 n = 0,
	 ^ = 0, WAT2 = 62.do'o
1
t
I
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